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Snow means different things to different people. On the one hand, it has the power to transform even the ugliest landscape into a brilliant wonderland of refracted sunlight and still sound. On the other hand, it is also able to turn the commute into a nightmare of sludge-coated roads and slippery sidewalks. In many places, the ever-present spectrum of global warming means that
snow is becoming an increasingly rare phenomenon; while in others, snow is a way of life that seems unlikely to change soon. Here's a look at six of the world's snowiest cities, based on data collected by AccuWeather.com. 01 of 06 Tony Shi Photography / Getty Images Share the fifth place on our list of the world's snowiest cities is Syracuse, New York, with an annual average of
124 inches. Records show that the city occasionally experiences even heavier snows, with an all-time high of 192 inches in a single season. Statistics such as these consolidate Syracuse's status as the snowiest metropolitan area in the United States, a possible statement thanks to a combination of different geological factors: the city's proximity to Lake Ontario and the regular
dumping of snow by nor'easter cyclones. Known as the economic and educational center of downtown New York, Syracuse is as famous for its climate as it is for its university's Division I sports teams. The city consistently wins the Golden Snowball Award, a humorous award given to the northern city of New York State with the most snowfall each season. Syracuse has won the
award every year since 2003, except in the 2011–2012 season when Rochester temporarily seized the crown. His companions Rochester and Buffalo qualify as the eighth and ninth snowy city in the world, respectively. 02 out of 06 Doug McKinlay / Getty Images Tied with Syracuse as the fifth snowiest city in the world, the capital of the province of Quebec also sees an average
annual snowfall of 124 inches. Although officially classified as having a humid continental climate, Quebec City is no stranger to cold temperatures with historical winter lows of around -34 degrees F (-36 degrees C). Snow usually begins to fall in early November and remains on the ground until mid-April. Quebec City celebrates its coldest season with the Quebec Winter Carnival, a
two-week extravagance that includes parades, winter sports and snow sculpture competitions. For the rest of the season, Quebec City remains a favorite destination for winter sports enthusiasts, with opportunities for ice skating, ice climbing and cross-country skiing, all within walking distance of downtown. There are also several ski and snowboard resorts within a by car, such as
Stoneham Mountain Resort and Monte-Sainte-Anne. Quebec City is also famous for its UNESCO-protected old town, whose picturesque colonial architecture reflects the city's identity as one of the oldest in North America. 03 of 06 Adrian J Warren / Getty Images The capital of Canadian province Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's John's the title of the fourth snowiesnest city
in the world with an annual snowfall average of 131 inches. St John's adds this award to a number of other weather superlatives, including its status as the most nebulous, windiest and cloudiest of all major Canadian cities. The extreme climate of the region results in snow that regularly rains into a part of a storm, so despite San Juan's heavy snowfall, snow is often slow to settle
down. In addition to snow, St. John's often experiences freezing rain, so below-zero temperatures cause liquid rain to freeze upon contact, covering everything with a thin layer of ice. February is traditionally considered the coldest month, with average lows of -16.5 degrees F (-8.6 degrees C). Despite the often inhospit climate of St. John, there are many reasons to visit the oldest
city founded in English in North America. When the sun shines, the city's multicolored townhomes are a sight to behold, while their music, art and culinary scenes are vibrant and eclectic. 04 of 06 R.Creation / Getty Images Toyama is the capital of Toyama Prefecture and the third snowiestsest city in the world. Located in the center of Honshu, on the coast of the Sea of Japan, the
city experiences an annual snowfall of 143 inches, despite having a humid subtropical climate. Almost all of Toyama's snow falls between December and March, with January typically considered the snowiest month. With historical highs of 103 degrees F (39.5 degrees C) in summer, Toyama's winter snow is a phenomenon caused by the city's proximity to the coast and its location
within Japan's snow belt. Toyama is traditionally recognized as a medical and pharmaceutical center, and as a convenient gateway to excellent skiing and snowboarding in the Japanese Alps. The city itself has several art galleries, museums and historical monuments, but the most important attraction for snow enthusiasts is the nearby Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route. Designed to
show the spectacular scenery of Mount Tateyama, the tourist route is closed from December to early April; however, towering snow walls line the road well into the summer. Continue to 5 out of 6 below. 05 of 06 Steve Kaufman / Getty Images Located on the northern Japanese island of Hokkaido, Sapporo is the second snowiest city in the world. Each year, the capital of Hokkaido
Prefecture (and Japan's fourth most populous city) sees an average annual snowfall of 191 inches, despite enjoying warm summer temperatures of up to 97 degrees F (36 degrees C). Sapporo's snowy winter climate is a big part of its international identity. It is known around the world as the first Asian city to host the Winter Olympics in 1972, and for its Winter Olympics Sapporo
annually. The Snow Festival, held every year in February, attracts more than two million visitors from around the world. It features professionally crafted snow and ice sculptures, all with beautiful night lighting. Sculptures are an incredible feat engineering, with the highest size up to 50 feet (15 meters) in height. The high snowfall of Sapporo is largely due to the southern flow of icy
air from eastern Siberia. Apart from its exceptional climate, the city is known as home to the internationally exported beer brand Sapporo. 06 of 06 Mitsuhiro Wada / Getty Images The title of the world's snowiestsest city belongs to the city of Aomori, the capital of Aomori Prefecture, at the northern end of Japan's honshu island. Each year, Aomori City experiences an annual
snowfall average of 312 inches, most of which fall between November and April. In the depths of winter, the city is so deeply covered that the snow is several meters high along the edges of its clear roads. The incredible snowfall of the city of Aomori is the result of its unique geographical location between the Hakkoda Mountains and the shores of Mutsu Bay. Colliding winds cause
accelerated cloud formation, resulting in heavy precipitation falling like snow rather than rain due to the city's cold winter temperatures. Apart from its extreme climate, Aomori City is known for the production of sake, seafood and apples (the latter during its sunny and temperate summers). Every summer, the city also hosts the Nebuta Festival, which sees its streets illuminated by
colorful lantern parades. In winter, tourists come to take advantage of the snow in the ski and snowboard resorts in the nearby mountains. Check out the world's rainiesn cities. Credit: Marcel Strelow/Getty Images Anyone who has gone beyond his front door knows that the world is full of beauty, but not so many know how many amazing views are right under his feet. Caves,
though notorious for being the site of many Grade B horror films, feature some of the world's most stunning locations and surprising natural rarities. From crystal formations that can scale itself to shiny worm habitats that make a flashlight an advantage, caves are home to some of the most diverse and interesting ecosystems on Earth.Frankly, going caving is just great. Feeling a
bit like Indiana Jones, even if you're on a guided tour, is enough of a draw on its own. The fact that you will get to experience the glory of what you find inside your cave of choice is an excellent advantage. Kayak along the underground river of Puerto-Princesa, cross the iconic bridge within the Skocjan caves, or enjoy the amazement of the Mendenhall Ice Caves. From the mystery
of the Shell Grotto in Kent to the archaeological wonder of Barton Creek Cave in Belize, there is a cave for every interested adventurer. Credit: Martin Moos/Getty Images Near the border of the German state of Thuringia, the Saalfeld 's' (or Feengrotten's) were often extracted for shale and were largely forgotten between the 19th and 20th centuries. By 1910 they were
rediscovered, but far from being an ancient abandoned cave system, the Bean Grottoes had developed impressive multicolored mineral deposits. Today, one of the caverns is illuminated with colorful lights to mineral deposits, and the village of Feenweltchen over the caves is a fantasy experience for the whole family that you won't want to miss. Highlight the day with the interactive
museum, the Grottoneum, where you can play, smell, and even taste different exhibitions. Advertising credit: Mike Rowbottom/Getty Images Running for more than nine miles, this is the largest cave in the world. Located in Vietnam and connected to another cave system by its river, there are three roof collapses along its length, allowing sunlight through and lush vegetation to
grow. The river that runs through it was created by the river that runs through it, and experts estimate it is between two and five million years old. It is recommended for intermediate spacers, as their input is difficult to traverse. Guided tours are operated exclusively by Oxalis Adventure Tours. Credit: Itinerant / Alamy Stock Photo What better adventure than to delve into a mystery
of thousands of years? The shell grotto in Margate, Kent is an underground passageway lined with intricate murals made entirely of seashells. Discovered in 1835, the experts have not been able to make a definitive estimate of their age, and their purpose is also a total unknown, although some theories suggest that it might be related to the Knights Templar, a prehistoric
astronomical chamber, or the love of some rich 18th-century guy. Whatever the reason for its existence, there is no denying that the Grotto shell is one of the most fascinating and beautiful underground wonders to visit. Advertising credit: David Job/Getty Images In Juneau, Alaska, the Mendenhall Ice Caves meander through the Mendenhall Glacier, shining in blue and white as
the sun shines through the ancient ice. Travelers describe them as ethereal, impressive, impressive: you get the idea. Because the Mendenhall Glacier is constantly changing, the caves themselves may not be the same as visiting, but that makes the experience much more unique. There are several Alaskan tour groups offering guided tours through the ice caves and around the
Alaskan landscape. It's worth exploring the world around the glacier, as well as inside it. Credit: Marcel Strelow/Getty Images Waitomo Glowworm Caves are home to a kind of shiny worm found only in New Zealand, and has the largest and brightest population people can visit. With a focus on ecology and sustainability, local tourism companies educate travelers about the
importance of preservation, while leading visitors on a blackwater rafting adventure they will never forget. If rafting isn't your thing, you can walk too. Stop by the Waitomo Caves Discovery Centre and learn more about the shiny worms and unique wildlife of Zealand, and book excursions for all levels. Credit: Danita Delimont/Getty Images Capri's famous sea cave is flooded with
stunning blue light, and has a long and historic history, including as a Roman sea temple and Emperor Tiberius' personal bathing pool. Tiberius. Although swimming is not allowed, travelers interested in experiencing the Blue Grotto themselves can book a sea tour and be paddled inside. The light is best between noon and 2 p.m., and the grotto is usually closed during the winter to
avoid bad weather. After your trip to the Grotto, you can venture to the Casa Rossa museum to see the ancient Roman statues that were once exhibited inside. Advertising credit: Alan Fin/Getty Images Fingal's Cave owes its fame to the naturally formed hexagonal basalt columns surrounding the entrance. It's easy to see how it has inspired landscapes of fantasy, music and
myths. Travelers can take a guided tour to walk inside the cave and see the Isle of Staffa, where it is located. Get ready for ultimate karaoke: Fingal's Cave is legendary for its incredible natural acoustics. Credit: VW Pics/Getty Images The special ecosystem within the Kocjan Caves, in addition to its stunning beauty and massive size, earned them a place on the UNESCO World
Heritage List of Cultural and Natural Sites in 1986. Every year, thousands of people flock to the entrance, where the Reka River is swallowed by the caves. Located in Slovenia, they have been inhabited since the Mesolithic, and walking through their chambers feels a bit like going back in time. Credit: Mark C Stevens/Getty Images Kentucky's Mammoth Cave National Park is
home to several cave systems, but the most popular and famous is Mammoth Cave itself. Called a large, bleak and quirky place by early guide Stephen Bishop, Mammoth Cave lives up to its name, with over 400 miles of cave system to explore. Its history spans more than 5,000 years. Several sets of mummified remains of Native Americans have been found there at the time,
and it was also a touchstone in the Kentucky Cave Wars and the National Park movement. The National Park Service offers excursions and travelers can stay in a nearby property for easy access to the entire park. Advertising credit: Meredith Heil/Getty Images Barton Creek Cave may seem small compared to her peers on this list, but what she lacks in size makes up for it in the
story. As a Mayan ceremonial cave, its rich history is as fascinating as its raised ceilings. Traveling by canoe, adventurers will see 10 ledges that historians have determined were staging areas for Mayan rituals, including fertility rites and human sacrifice. Part of the cave also served as a burial chamber, with the remains of at least 28 humans have been identified. Its fascinating
history makes Barton Creek Cave a true contender for the natural wonders of Imperdértinas. Credit: John S Lander/Getty Images A UNESCO World Heritage Site, the Port-Princess Underground River in Palawan has more 30 million years. Described as disturbing, spinal tingling and impressive, the underground river is passable by kayak, allowing you to absorb the experience in
serenity. While part of the cave is inaccessible due to lack of oxygen, the first available to all and two-and-a-half others are accessible with special permission. Millennial bone fossils are visible on the walls along this special stretch, but the high ceilings of the nearly 250-foot-tall cave are open for all to enjoy. The park surrounding the river is also worth exploring, with several
species of wildlife that can be found only in Palawan. Palawan.
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